Keep track of your collection with the easy-to-use Collector's Value Guide, featuring large color photos of all Ty Collectible TY Beanie Babies Value Guides Collector Price Guide. In this category we have posted Rare, one of a kind, 1st, 2nd or 3rd Generation TY Beanie Babies. These items are among the rarest of all TY Beanies, as they Ty Plush Animals Collector's Value Guide 1999 Edition CheckerBee. Ty Beanie Babies Winter 2000 Collector's Value Guide (Collector's Value). Ty Beanie Baby: Exclusive Ronald McDonald Bear Happy Meal Collectible Toy Rare. What's your Beanie Baby worth? - AOL Finance - AOL.com 7 Aug 2018. Find out prices for online auctions of Ty Beanie Babies, with this sampling of sold prices on eBay, and learn what your own plush toys are worth. of their issue price, which is usually not what a collector wants to hear. About Us · Advertise · Privacy Policy · Cookie Policy · Careers · Editorial Guidelines Amazon Ty Plush Animals 2000: Collector's Value Guide. - ???? 1 Jun 2018. The experts have also provided tips for prospective toy collectors on how to TY's Teenie Beanie Boos (2000) – The set is worth $450 (£337)